Course to be Globalized: ENG 231: American Literature I

Description of the course:

This course covers selected works in American literature from its beginnings to 1865. Emphasis is on historical background, cultural context, and literary analysis of selected prose, poetry, and drama. Upon completion, students should be able to interpret, analyze, and respond to literary works in their historical and cultural contexts. This course has been approved to satisfy the Comprehensive Articulation Agreement for the general education core requirement in humanities/fine arts.

This is a Universal General Education Transfer Component (UGETC) course.

Description of the module:

This module will introduce students to pre-colonial African art and cultures so they can gain a better understanding of American slave narratives. We will focus on the ways in which enslaved men and women had to compromise their traditional African cultures to survive their captivity and appeal to a white American and European audience. We will explore how enslaved people maintained their African traditions and created new cultures and traditions that had a profound impact on American literature.

Global Learning Outcomes:

1. Students will learn about the values and traditions of several traditional African cultures and compare/contrast these values and traditions with those of 18th and 19th-century America.
2. Students will encounter works of pre-colonial African art and literature and analyze these works to determine the values and traditions they represent.
3. Students will learn about important concepts, such as creolization and double-consciousness, that will help them better understand the complex struggles that exist within slave narratives.
4. Students will encounter several slave narratives and use their knowledge of African traditions and cultures to analyze these narratives, focusing on the tension between the authors’ unique identities and cultures while appealing to white American and Western European audiences.
Activities:

1. **Brief Introduction to African Culture and Art**

**Goal:** The goal of this activity is to give students a small sampling from the great history of African culture and art. I hope that this will help students relate to the enslaved people we will talk about later and provide context to the great tragedy of the Transatlantic Slave Trade.

**Procedure:** This activity will take place after students are introduced to the Transatlantic Slave Trade and the Slave Narrative as a genre. I will start with a lecture introducing students to several African cultures (Kingdom of Benin, Kingdom of Kongo, Mali Empire) that thrived before the Transatlantic Slave Trade. Next, I’ll show the class several works of art paired with these cultures (a Benin Bronze, an ivory horn or textile from Kongo, a recording of a performance in the griot/jeli tradition to connect with Mali). We’ll discuss the features of the works and how the works reflect the lives and values of the people living in these cultures. We’ll use a think-pair-share activity where group work transitions to a larger discussion.

**Assignment:** To follow up, I will ask students to write a brief reflection essay about what they learned about African culture through the art we encountered in class.

**Resources:**

*Afropop Worldwide*, PRI, afropop.org. Includes many resources on Griot music.


*British Museum*, Trustees of the British Museum, britishmuseum.org/. Searchable database of art, including many from pre-colonial Africa.


2. Slave Art/Culture and Creolization

**Goal:** The goal of this activity is to introduce students to some of the art and culture of the enslaved men and women in the Americas, and to introduce students to the process of creolization. I hope this activity helps students see the destructive nature of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, recognize the resilience and resourcefulness of the enslaved people, and get a glimpse of the complex processes that create cultures.

**Procedure:** This activity will start with a lecture based on Sterling Stuckey’s “Slavery and the Circle of Culture,” the introduction to *Slave Culture: Nationalist Theory and the Foundations of Black America*. I will introduce several touchstones of slave culture that are highlighted in Stuckey’s introduction and talk about the importance of the African past to the enslaved people in the Americas. Next, I will introduce students to the process of creolization, and explain how understanding that process helps provide context for the slave narratives we will encounter later.

**Assignment:** To follow up, I will ask students to write a brief reflection essay about how they might see African slave culture and/or creolization in their lives today.

**Resources:**


3. Double Consciousness and the White Mask

**Goal:** This activity will give students a context for understanding the slave narrative as more than just a straightforward account of a historical experience. The slave narrative can also provide us with deeper insights into how the enslaved people navigated difficult power structures and relationships.
**Procedure:** This module will take place after our introduction to the Enlightenment and after we’ve encountered some literature written by American Enlightenment thinkers. As homework, students will read “"I Whitened My Face, That They Might Not Know Me’: Race and Identity in Olaudah Equiano’s Slave Narrative” by Ronald Paul and selections from The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano. Paul’s article introduces the concepts of double consciousness as formulated by W. E. B. DuBois and the white mask as formulated by Franz Fanon and applies these ideas to Equiano’s slave narrative. In class, we will have a discussion about double consciousness and the white mask to make sure students understand these ideas. Next, students will be assigned to groups where they will try to find evidence of double consciousness and the white mask in Equiano’s text. Each group will be responsible for a part of the reading from Equiano’s narrative that they had to complete for class. The class will conclude with the groups leading a discussion about the passages they were assigned.

**Assignment:** To follow up, I will ask students to write a brief reflection essay about how the concepts of double consciousness and the white mask might help them understand the world around them.

**Resources:**


4. **Excerpts from Captivity Narratives**

**Goal:** This activity is designed to give students a sampling of the great variety of enslaved people’s experiences and how they communicated their experiences. We will also talk about some of the factors that influenced how these these experiences were communicated to a contemporaneous audience.

**Procedure:** This activity will take place over several class periods. Before each class period, students will read several selections from a variety of slave narratives. I will start each class with a brief introduction to the authors we are encountering that day and a brief overview of some of the factors that influenced each author’s particular experience. For instance, we will talk about the influence of the abolitionist movement on each author. After my brief introduction, we will
take a close look at the literature, thinking about how the idea we learned in activities 1-3 help provide context for the passages.

**Assignment:** In addition to possible reading quizzes and studying these passages for identification questions on exams, students will be asked to write a brief reflection essay after completing this activity.

**Resources:**

Slave Narratives:


Other Resources:


5. Group Project

Procedure: This assignment will be submitted near the end of the semester. Students will be assigned a slave narrative to read (Equiano, Douglass, or Jacobs). In groups, students will craft and deliver formal presentations on these narratives, answering several key questions about the works’ structure, influence, and the tension between traditional African culture and the culture of their captors. Students will expected to explore several key passages as they talk about how the narrative expresses ideas possibly derived from traditional African cultures while struggling to appeal to an audience from the dominant culture. As a class, we will discuss the differences in approach we find and explore what these differences tell us about the authors, their time periods, and their circumstances.

6. Bonus

We'll also explore several selections from contemporary literature that explore the same historical situations from a more contemporary perspective.

